Handicapped-Accessible Kitchens
We produce kitchens for wheelchair users with improved access, with improved conditions for cooking and
movement. The kitchens are constructed from high quality materials and with extensions.

Check out our Kitchen for Disabled Video:

Advantages:











A height adjustable work surface for easy preparation, cooking and effortless washing of dishes.
This is due to excellent access to the sink (using an electrical button, you can lower or raise the work
surface to a height in a range between 65- 95 cm)
Perfect access to the upper cupboards by raising and lowering them and also by reclining and moving
them forward (a safe and high quality system with a lifting capacity of 100 kg)
An ergonomic controller in the heads of the work surface for up and down adjustment of the upper
cupboards and the work surface
The drawer container is fully movable up to the sink. This facilitates access and manipulation with
the work surface for the wheelchair users. (It is easy to approach with the wheelchair under the work
surface as near as needed.)
The client can choose whether they want a cooker with two burners or four burners. They can also
adjust beforehand the sink along with other accessories and appliances
Side extension- this enables perfect access from the side. The choice of a number of kinds of
materials, color combinations and handles.
special frame, heavy-duty construction, two electric motors, control units, moving parts, modified
and reinforced construction kitchen for large capacity and secure mobility, all in a very consistent
and high quality
Optional extras: all the bases can be mounted with extensions, drawers, carousel units and wire
products.
The workplace can be adjusted for left-handers or right-handers allowing them to handle everything
with their left or right hand respectively.
The final price will be calculated based on the length of the kitchen and/or also based on the
installation of extra lower cupboards, materials, work, accessories and appliances

If interested in a quote contact us at:
Dagmar Iloemezue
+ 420 727 970 586
E-mail: ilo@valek-kacena.cz
The movable component is made from high quality materials, electro motors with control units which have
the high safety standards for handicapped people.
The non-movable components of the kitchen can be made in any shape or size (a L, U or G shape- this
means with a bar, etc.) for the regular price for kitchen sets.
Everything is tailor-made for ideal movement and space in the room.
Parameters:
 Weight: possibilities: 160, 180 or 200 cm
 Height: max. 222 cm, min. 192 cm
 Depth: including the quality mechanism 71 cm
 Load bearing capacity of the work surface: 50 kg
 Load bearing capacity of the upper cupboards: 100 kg
 Load bearing capacity of the drawers of the container: 20 kg
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We wish you a beautiful day full of happiness
and with good people all around you
Sincerely, the Kitchen studio Válek & Kačena team
www.valek-kacena.cz
Designers of kitchens for handicapped people
Dagmar Iloemezue
+ 420 727 970 586
E-mail: ilo@valek-kacena.cz

